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Abstract: HIV-1 is a virus that destroys CD4 + cells in the body’s immune system, causing a drastic
decline in immune system performance. Analysis of HIV-1 gene expression data is urgently needed.
Microarray technology is used to analyze gene expression data by measuring the expression of thou-
sands of genes in various conditions. The gene expression series data, which are formed in three
dimensions, are analyzed using triclustering. Triclustering is an analysis technique for 3D data that
aims to group data simultaneously into rows and columns across different times/conditions. The re-
sult of this technique is called a tricluster. A tricluster is a subspace in the form of a subset of rows,
columns, and time/conditions. In this study, we used the δ-Trimax, THD Tricluster, and MOEA meth-
ods by applying different measures, namely, transposed virtual error, the New Residue Score, and the
Multi Slope Measure. The gene expression data consisted of 22,283 probe gene IDs, 40 observations,
and four conditions: normal, acute, chronic, and non-progressor. Tricluster evaluation was carried out
based on intertemporal homogeneity. An analysis of the probe ID gene that affects AIDS was carried
out through this triclustering process. Based on this analysis, a gene symbol which is biomarkers asso-
ciated with AIDS due to HIV-1, HLA-C, was found in every condition for normal, acute, chronic, and
non-progressive HIV-1 patients.
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1. Introduction

Currently, many studies are being conducted on gene expression. Several technologies can aid in
the process of measuring gene expression [1–3]. The most commonly used technology is microarray
technology. Microarray technology is used to measure the expression of thousands of genes simulta-
neously, resulting in a very large data source called a gene expression matrix, which is formed in a
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structured manner. In recent years, microarray technology has been used to measure the expression
values of thousands of genes under a wide variety of experimental conditions at different points in
time. Such a dataset can be referred to as gene-sample-time (GST) expression data. In addition to the
GST expression data, other types of three-dimensional (3D) data are used in the biomedical and social
fields. These include individual-feature-time and node-node-time data, which is commonly referred to
as attribute-data-context.

One of the techniques often used for gene expression data analysis is clustering. The analyzed
gene expression data are presented in the form of a matrix, with rows representing the probe gene
ID and columns representing observations [4–6]. Clustering is a grouping technique that works on
two-dimensional (2D) data, which aims to group rows or columns in a matrix to obtain a sub-matrix
from one of them. This technique was developed into biclustering, with the aim of grouping 2D
data in the form of rows and columns in a matrix simultaneously to obtain a sub-matrix from both of
them [7–9]. As the data grew larger and more complex and in response to constraints on classifying
gene expressions with a certain time/condition, this technique was further developed into triclustering.
Triclustering aims to group 3D data in rows and columns across different times/conditions. The result
of this technique is called a tricluster, which is a subspace in the form of a subset of rows, columns,
and time/conditions [10–12].

In 2018, Kakati researched triclustering using a method called THD-Tricluster. This method con-
sists of two steps: generating biclusters and generating triclusters. This method analyzes 3D gene
expression data and can identify various patterns, such as absolute shifting and scaling as well as shift-
ing and scaling using the Shifting and Scaling Similarity (SSSim) measure [13]. The SSSim measure
has been used to overcome the limitations of several previous studies, which identified only one pattern
and not shifting and scaling patterns. This research is new because it can mine data in various patterns,
especially shifting and scaling. In addition, the algorithm was used by Kakati to build a tricluster using
MATLAB software. Apart from the SSSim measure, there are also new residue scores and transposed
virtual error, which is a measure that handles various patterns, especially shifting and scaling. This
measure works by looking for correlations between rows and columns of a matrix, known as Pearson
correlation [14–16]. In this study, researchers were inspired to implement the THD-Tricluster method
by using a new residue score on the 3D gene expression data for HIV-1 disease. HIV-1 is a deadly
disease that requires analysis to inhibit disease progression because late diagnosis causes many HIV-1
sufferers to die [17]. In 2006, Sushmita Mitra and Haider Banka introducing bicluster search phase
uses the Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm with Mean Square Residue (MSR) measurement.
Then [18] build a tricluster with the Trigen algorithm.

In this study, we use the THD tricluster method with a new residue score, Transposed Virtual Er-
ror, and we use MOEA for optimization in searching for biclusters as well as the Trigen algorithm
with multi-slope measurement. Then, the results are compared with those using the δ-Trimax method,
which uses the mean square residual measure. The obtained triclusters are evaluated based on inter-
temporal homogeneity, and the tricluster results are analyzed to find biomarkers against HIV-1. Open
source R-based and python programming language is used to implement the program used to build a
tricluster with a multi-objective and δ-Trimax approach .
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data Sets

This research uses developmental data for HIV-1 referred to in [19] and obtained from
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website with the website address
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih .gov/ with ID GSE6740. The NCBI is a site that provides access to biomedical
and genome information. The data used by [19] 22,283 gene ID probes, 10 observations and four con-
ditions. These conditions include HIV Acute sufferers, HIV Chronic sufferers, HIV non-progressors,
and uninfected individuals. The four data have different gene expression values. Before using the tri-
clustering method, the gene ID probe selection process was carried out, and 2557 gene ID probes were
produced along with 10 observations for each condition.

2.2. THD-Tricluster

THD-Tricluster is a triclustering method capable of mining 3D data with absolute patterns, shifts,
scaling, shifting, and scaling, with high biological significance. The THD-Tricluster method consists
of two stages: generate biclusters and generating triclusters. The THD-Tricluster workflow with three-
time points can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Model THD-Tricluster (Source: Kakati et. al., 2018).

2.2.1. Generate biclusters with modifed Cheng and Church’s (CC) algorithm

The CC algorithm is the first algorithm used by [20] to identify biclustering in gene expression data
using the Mean Square Residue (MSR) as a measure. MSR measured is used to solve overlapping
clusters with a high similarity, but this is not capable for scalling patterns. In this research, the CC
algorithm is modified using the Transposed Virtual Error VEt measure, which can group data based on
shifting patterns and scaling. The CC algorithm used consists of multiple node deletion, single node
deletion, and single node addition phases.

Multiple Node Deletion Phase The input in the multiple node deletion phases is a matrix of gene
expression data. In the CC’s algorithm, we need the alpha (γ) parameter, which represents the limits of
the selected data. This phase involves deleting rows and columns simultaneously if they do not meet
the chosen parameters.
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Single Node Deletion Phase The input of this phase is the submatrix obtained from the multiple
node deletion phase. The parameter used is the delta (δ). If in the multiple node deletion stage rows and
columns can be deleted simultaneously, then in this phase the columns and rows are only deleted one by
one. The deletion of rows and columns occurs by comparing the transposed virtual error value with the
delta (δ). Selected rows and columns are deleted, which requires several steps, including calculating
the average row value of the matrix element minus the virtual condition (mr) and the average column
value of the matrix element minus the virtual condition (mc) and then finding the max value (mri ,mc j).
Columns or rows that have a greater value are deleted. This process takes place until it the selected
delta parameter values are met.

Single Node Addition Phase In this phase, the parameter used is the delta (δ), and the input is a
matrix obtained from the single node addition phase. The matrix is added again with rows or columns
that have been deleted in the multiple node deletion phase. This is done to produce a more optimal
bicluster by adding a column or row so that the transposed virtual error value obtained is close to the
limit of the selected parameter value.

Lift Algorithm The lift algorithm consists of two phases: single node deletion and single node
addition [21]. Single node deletion algorithm aims to remove nodes in the form of rows or columns
on the matrix that have values exceeding the threshold. In this study, the value in question is the result
of the calculation of the new residue score (S ). Iterations of this step continue until S ≤ δ [16]. The
submatrix obtained by single node deletion may not be maximal, so we check on the deleted nodes
again in the single node deletion step using the single node addition step. The checking is done by
recalculating the value of S in rows or columns that have been deleted on the condition that it can
maintain an S value that is less than node so that nodes that produce a small S value will be added.
This iteration will end when no more nodes can be added [16] .

2.2.2. Generate tricluster

The generate triclusters stage aims to produce a set of triclusters. Triclusters are found by finding
the slices of all bicluster combinations for each condition.

New Residue Score The purpose of the new residue score is to find the correlation between rows
and columns of a matrix known as the Pearson correlation. This correlation indicates the degree of the
linear relation between two vectors and will produce a perfect bicluster correlation.

cor(vi,wi) =

∑n
i=1(vi − v̄)(wi − w̄)√∑n

i=1(vi − v̄)2 ×
∑n

i=1(wi − w̄)3
(2.1)

The result of this correlation is a number between 1 and -1, which means that there is a perfect
positive (or negative) linear relationship between the indexed submatrices [16]. The correlation value
in the indexed submatrix column (I, J) is defined as:

S col(I, J) = min j1∈ j(S I j1) (2.2)

which

(S I j1) = 1 −
1

|J| − 1

∑
j2, j1, j2∈J

|cor(xI j1 , xI j2)| (2.3)
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The values of S col and S row indicate the degree of correlation of the respective columns and rows of
a submatrix. The correlation values of the indexed submatrix (I, J) are defined as follows:

Given a submatrix indexed (I, J), the correlation value (residue) of the submatrix is:

S (I, J) = min(S row(I, J), S col(I, J)) (2.4)

The lower the correlation value, the better the column and row correlation will be. According to [16],
the determination of the bicluster residual value is based on the minimum value of row and column
correlation [16].

Transpose Virtual Error The purpose behind Virtual Error(VE) is to measure the genes that have
a general tendency to bicluster. To determine the general trend of this gene across the conditions
contained in the bicluster, new virtual lines are counted from the bicluster gene, which is called a
virtual pattern or virtual ρ gene. Each element ρ j of ρ is calculated as the average of the jth column or
experimental conditions, as in the following equation:

ρ j =
1
|J|

|J|∑
j=1

bi j (2.5)

In the VEt calculation, a standardization process is carried out on each data element and the vir-
tual conditions. The process of standardizing the elements of each submatrix involves calculating the
average value for each row and calculating the standard deviation value for each row, which can be
expressed as follows:

b̂i j =
b̂i j − µci

σci
(2.6)

Meanwhile, the virtual standardization process can be calculated by calculating the average of each
column and the standard:

ρ̂ j =
ρ j − µρ j

σρ j
(2.7)

The VEt value for the submatrix B is obtained using the standardization of the virtual condition
value ρ̂ together with the standardized submatrix elements b̂i j. The formula for calculating the VEt

value is as follows:

VEt(B) =
1

|I| · |J|

i=|I|∑
i=1

j=|J|∑
j=1

|b̂i j − ρ̂i| (2.8)

VEt has been shown to be zero for biclusters with perfect shifting, scaling, or compound patterns.
Therefore, it is efficient to recognize shifting and scaling patterns in biclusters either simultaneously or
independently [22].

Multi Slope Measure (MSL) Understanding MSL requires a graphic representation of tricluster
TRIxyz, where x, y, and z are one of gene G, condition C, and time or depth T so that element x on
TRIxyz will be on the X-axis, and element y on TRIxyz will outline the panels that are elements z on
TRIxyz as shown in Figure 2 [23]. MSL calculates the difference among the angles formed by every
series traced on each of three representations, taking into account TRIgct, TRIgtc, and TRItgc on Figure
3. MSL accounts for the effect of adjacent points in time.
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Figure 2. Graphic representation of a tricluster (Source: D. Gutiérrez-Avilés & C. Rubio-
Escudero, 2015).

Figure 3. Graphic view angle for TRItgc (Source: D. Gutiérrez-Avilés & C. Rubio-Escudero,
2015).

MSL measures the average difference between the angles formed by the probe ID gene in all rows
and columns for each individual or candidate tricluster. To calculate the MSL measure of a tricluster,
a multiangular ratio calculation is first performed. Define the FGmulti tricluster TRItgc as the average
difference ∆ from an angle vector avyz ∈ angset from all of the outlines y, for each panel p (Vmc), and
the same for the rest of panels (Hmc), where Nmc is the number of differences that are formed. All the
angular vectors of an outline y on panel z are defined as a set of angles formed by outline y, taking
into account each data point on the X-axis. Each outline will have many (axis mark X–1) angles. The
difference ∆ between two vector angles avA and avB is defined as the average of MAX − MIN (MAX
is the maximum, and MIN is the minimum of the two angles avA(i) and avB(i)) of any component or
angle i from avA and avB.

FGmulti(TRIxyz) =
Vmc + Hmc

Nmc
(2.9)

where:

angset =
{
avy1z1 , avy2z1 , avy3z1 , ..., avy1z2,y1z3 , ..., avyUT ,zAN

}
Vmc =

∑
angset

∆(avyz, avnext(y)z)

Hmc =
∑

angset

∆(avyz, avynext(z))
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Nmc =
|y| × |z| × (|y| + |z| − 2)

2
avy =

{
axi

}
where i = 1, 2, ..., AX − 1

∆(avA, avB) =

∑
i∈avA,avB

MAX(avA(i), avB(i)) − MIN(avA(i), avB(i))
|avA,B|

FGmulti is based on multiple operations with the avyz angle vector. These elements are obtained
based on the concept of a series, so the series S yz from the outline y for each panel z is the set of
value pairs from the X-axis (xi) and expression level (el j), which forms the outline. For each set S yz,
the angle of alpha axi is the spin arctangent of the slope of the line formed by the points (xi, eli) and
(xnext(i), elnext(i)). The spin operation from an angle is the positive equivalent of the angle if it is negative.

S yz =
{
(x0, el0), ..., (xAX, elL)

}
(2.10)

axi = spin
(
arctan

( xnext(i) − xi

elnext(i) − eli

))
(2.11)

spin(axi) = axi , if axi ≥ 0
spin(axi = axi + (2 + π) if axi < 0

To conclude, the MSL measure of a TRI tricluster as shown in Eq (2.12) is the mean of the angular
comparisons of three graphical representations of a tricluster.

MS L(TRI) =
1
3

[FGmulti(TRIgct) + FGmulti(TRIgtc) + FGmulti(TRItgc)] (2.12)

2.3. Multi-objective optimization

Multi-objective optimization is a development of a genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm is
used to solve problems in the search for optimization values. Multi-objective evolution is based on
genetic processes in living things, including the process of developing generations in a population,
which is gradually based on natural selection. This algorithm is used to search for optimal biclusters
and triclusters.

2.3.1. Initial population

Initialization of the population is the first step in multi-objective optimization. Population is the
number of individuals who represent the desired solution. In this study, individuals are the number of
submatrices in the first method (MOEA and THD tricluster) and subspaces in the second method (Tri-
clustering Genetic Based) obtained from the gene expression matrix. The following are the population
initialization stages:

1) Determine the number of sub-matrixes expressed as individuals. For example, m individuals
where m represents the number of rows in the population matrix.

2) The column for the population matrix is the number of probe id genes and observations on gene
expression data expressed as n.
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3) Form a population matrix of size m × n randomly with the encoding method. This study uses
binary coding, namely 1 and 0. The number 1 means that the probe id gene and observation are
included in the sub-matrix, while the number 0 means that the probe id gene and observations are
not included in the sub-matrix.

4) Change the population matrix by decoding, so that sub-matrixes are obtained which will be eval-
uated through transpose virtual error.

The initial population is generated randomly so that an initial solution is obtained. Initialization
is done by coding. Coding is an important aspect of multi-objective optimization. Encoding is a
technique for expressing the initial population as a potential solution to a problem onto an individ-
ual chromosome. In this study, the researchers used binary coding, which is used to encode (encode)
all chromosomes. Each possible bicluster or tricluster is represented by the total bits of the binary
string |G| + |S | + |T | used. Bits from binary string |G| are used to encode genes, bits of the binary
string |S | are used to encode observations, and bits of the binary string |T | are used to encode condi-
tions. When coding, 1 in the binary string means that the gene, observation, or condition is grouped
into a bicluster/tricluster, while 0 means that the gene, observation, or condition is not grouped in a
bicluster/tricluster.

2.3.2. Local search

The local search consists of multiple node deletion, single node deletion and single node addition.
Local search is used in the MOEA process. The steps of the multiple node deletion algorithm on the
matrix M(I, J) are as follow:

1) When VEt ≥ δ,then go to step 2, otherwise the process is discontinued and M(I, J) is given as the
final result of this algorithm.

2) Delete all the probe ID genes i ∈ I if they satisfy : 1
|J|

∑
i∈I |b̂i j − ρ̂i| > α × VEt

3) Recalculate the value of VEt after deletion.

4) Delete all of the observations j ∈ J if they satisfy : 1
|I|

∑
j∈J |b̂i j − ρ̂i| > α × VEt

5) Recalculate the value of VEt after deletion.

6) These results then serve as input to the single node deletion algorithm.

The steps of the single node deletion algorithm are as follows:

1) Detect the probe ID gene and observation that has the highest VEt score in the following ways:

2) Row score for ID gene to-i, ∀i ∈ I, µi = 1
|J|

∑
i∈I |b̂i j − ρ̂i|

3) Column score for observation to- j, ∀ j ∈ J, µ j = 1
|I|

∑
j∈J |b̂i j − ρ̂i|

4) Delete the probe ID gene or observation with the highest score.

5) Recalculate the value of VEt.

6) Repeat steps a to c. If the value of VEt ≤ δ, then stop the iteration
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.
The final result from the node addition algorithm is data subspace M(I′, J′), where I′ ⊆ I and

J′ ⊆ J. Subspace data produced from this algorithm are in the form of a bicluster with VEt ≤ δ of the
maximum size.

2.3.3. Fitness function

In each generation, the chromosomes will go through an evaluation process using a measuring
instrument called fitness. The fitness value of a chromosome describes the quality of the chromosomes
in the population. This process will evaluate each population by calculating the fitness value of each
chromosome and evaluating it until the stop criteria are met. Some of the criteria for stopping that are
often used include stopping at a certain generation, stopping after several successive generations when
the highest fitness value has not changed, and stopping in n generations if a higher fitness value is not
achieved.

In this study, for the first method, namely, the search for biclusters with MOEA, the researcher
wanted the size of the bicluster to meet the large homogeneity criteria and the error value of the mini-
mum bicluster results. Based on the two criteria above, a formula is created for the value of the fitness
functions f1 and f2.

f1 =
|I| × |J|
|G| × |S |

(2.13)

f2 =

VEt

δ
if VEt ≤ δ

0 if VEt > δ
(2.14)

where |I| is the number of probe ID genes, |J| is the number of observations in the submatrix or bicluster,
and |G| and |S | are the number of probe ID genes and the number of observations in the preliminary
data, respectively. VEt is the Transpose Virtual Error of the bicluster, while δ is a given error tolerance
limit.

2.3.4. Non dominant

An individual can be said to dominate other individuals if it meets the following:

i. Individual A is no worse off than individul B on all objectives (A ≥ B).

ii. Individual A has at least one better objective than individul B.

Based on these rules, each individual is compared with other individuals in a population. The
optimization problem in this case is to find the minimum value of two objective functions so that the
domination condition is that an individual is not worse than another individual and has at least one
objective whose value is greater than that of the other individuals. This individual can be at the first
front. Then, the next front is filled in based on individuals who were dominated in the previous front.

2.3.5. Crowding distance

The crowding distance is calculated for each individual to measure how close the individual is to its
neighbor. The average crowding distance will result in better diversity in the population. The parents
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are selected from the population using a binary selection tournament based on the crowding distance.
Individuals are selected in this rank if they are lower than others or if the crowding distance is greater
than others. The population that produces the offspring of the crossover and mutation operators is
selected, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. Populations with current populations and
current descendants are sorted again based on non-dominated sorting, and only the best N individuals
are selected, where N is the population size.

Crowding distance gives the highest value for the solution limit and the average distance of two
solutions, that is, the solution to (i + 1) and the solution to (i− 1) and i for each purpose. The crowding
distance calculation step for the i − th solution is as follows:

1) Sort all solutions i with Pareto-Front in ascending order from fm and calculate

CDim =
fm(xi+1) − fm(xi−1)
fm(xmax) − fm(xmin)

, i = 2, ..., (l − 1)

2) Repeat step 1 for each objective function and find the crowding distance for the i − th solution

CDi =

M∑
m=1

CDim

3) Two solutions i and j, solution i is better than solution j if Ri < R j or Ri = R j and CDi > CD j

2.3.6. Crowding selection operator

There are several methods for selecting individuals that are often used, including roulette wheel
selection, rank selection, and crowded tournament selection. In this study, the crowded tournament
selection was utilized. The crowded tournament selection operator is defined as follows: Solution i
wins the tournament with another solution that is solution j if one of the following is fulfilled:

1) Solution i has a better ranking, ri < r j

2) if both solutions are on the same front, namely, ri = r j, then the crowding distance of the i solution
is greater than the crowding distance of the j solution (CDi > CD j).

2.3.7. Genetic operator

The genetic operators including selection, crossover, and mutase are described below:

a) Selection: Three groups of individuals are randomly selected in order from lowest to highest
according to the fitness function, and then a random selection of the three groups is made. The
cell parameter shows how many of these individuals will pass to the next generation.

b) Crossover: To complete the next generation, a new individual was created with the following op-
erators: two individuals (parent, A and B) are combined to create two new individuals (offspring,
child1 and child2). Parents are randomly selected.

i. Calculate the average of row for each condition

Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering Volume 19, Issue 7, 6743–6763.
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ii. Calculate the average of row for all conditions

λt =

∑
t∈T ′ corr(mr(t),mmr)

|T ′|

mr(t) is the row average condition of each tricluster, mmr is the row average of all conditions
from each tricluster and |T ′| is the number of conditions or the depth of the tricluster.

Correlation is the relationship between two vectors. A widely used correlation measure is Pearson’s
correlation. Pearson’s correlation formula based on [16] is for vector mr(t) and mmr is Mutation: an
individual can mutate according to the possibility of mutation. The mutation probability is verified for
each individual. First, it is necessary to generate a random number from 0-1 equal to the total number
of genes, i.e., the individual multiplied by the number of n-bits, and if the random number generated
is less than the specified probability of mutation, then a mutation will be carried out in the gene. If the
value generated is more than the mutation probability, the mutation process is carried out in the gene.
This action is to change the value of the gene if 0 becomes 1 and if the initial value 1 is mutated to 0.

2.3.8. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA)

The main steps in the MOEA algorithm are as follows: 1) Generate a random size population matrix
P, 2) Delete or add rows or columns using local search, 3) Calculate the fitness function, 4) Rank the
population using dominant criteria, 5) Calculate the crowding distance value, 6) Show the selection re-
sults using the crowding tournament selection, 7) Perform crossover and mutation to produce offspring
populations, 8) Combine the parent and offspring population.

2.4. Intertemporal homogeneity

Intertemporal homogeneity measures gene homogeneity in various fields of gene observation. For
triclusters, intertemporal homogeneity is calculated as follows:

corr(mr(t),mmr) =

∑(
mr(t) − (mr(t))

)(
mmr − (mmr)

)√∑
(mr(t) − (mr(t)))2 ×

√∑
(mmr − mmr)2

(2.15)

Pearson’s correlation has a value of −1 ≤ corr(mr(t),mmr) ≤ 1. A correlation of +1 means that both
are positively linear, while a correlation of −1 means that both are negatively linear. Perfect correlation
is a correlation that has a value of 0.

2.5. Trigen algorithm

Trigen algorithm is an algorithm based on the theory of evolution, genetic algorithm [18]. Genetic
algorithm is an algorithm that aims to maximize a problem that will produce the best solution. Because
in the Trigen algorithm we want to produce N-set triclusters, we need to do a genetic algorithm that is
N-times.

For the Trigen algorithm, MSL results are added to the genetic algorithm fitness function FF(TRI)
along with the individul size and overlap control [23]. MSL combined with six other factors to be a
weighted average. The first three factors is 1 − |TRIG |

|DG |
, 1 − |TRIC |

|DC |
, and 1 − |TRIT |

|DT |
measure the number of
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genes, conditions, and time of TRI(TRIG,C,T ) compared to the size of the dataset (|DG,C,T |). Because
MSL minimizes the fitness function, therefore on these three factors are made 1- each proportion to
produce a TRI with a larger size when the parameter wg, wc or wt is increased. The next three factors
RG(TRI,S OL)
|TRIG |×|S OLL |

, RC(TRI,S OL)
|TRIC |×|S OLL |

, and RT (TRI,S OL)
|TRIT |×|S OLL |

measure the number of genes, conditions, and time or depth
elements TRI on the set of solutions that have been found previously S OL(|TRIG,C,T | × |S OL|) to
produce TRI with a small overlap as the wag, wac, or wat value increases. Finally, the main function
MS L(TRI)

2π measures the MS L(TRI) proportional value close to its maximum value of 2π to produce TRI
with a small MSL value when the w f value is increased. The default total configuration value for w f ,
wg, wc, wt, wag, wac, wat is 1, with fix value for w f is 0.8 and the total others variables are 0.2.

FF(TRI) =

(
w f ×

MS L(TRI)
2π

+ wg

(
1 −
|TRIG|

DG

)
+ wc

(
1 −
|TRIC |

DC

)
+ wt

(
1 −
|TRIT |

DT

)
+ wag ×

RG(TRI, S OL)
|TRIG| × |S OL|

+ wac ×
Rc(TRI, S OL)
|TRIC | × |S OL|

+ wat ×
RT (TRI, S OL)
|TRIT | × |S OL|

) (2.16)

2.6. δ-Trimax

The δ-Trimax method is a development of the CC algorithm. This method was developed by Anir-
ban Bhar, who generated triclusters in the form of sub-spaces from 3D data. This method aims to find
triclusters that have a small mean square residual from δ, where the δ is the threshold determined by
the researcher [10].

Suppose 3D data Z(A, B,C), M ⊆ Z, so that M(I, J,K) is subspace with I ⊆ A,J ⊆ B and K ⊆ C.
The mean square residual(MSR) can be obtained using Eq (2.17)

S =
1

|I||J||K|

∑
i∈I, j∈J,k∈K

r2
i jk =

1
|I||J||K|

∑
i∈I, j∈J,k∈K

(mi jk − miJK − mI jK − mIJk + 2mIJK)2
(2.17)

where i ∈ I, j ∈ J,k ∈ K.

The δ-Trimax method consists of several algorithms, including single node deletion, multiple node
deletion, node addition, and masking. In the single node deletion and multiple node deletion stages,
the nodes will be deleted until the MSR is smaller than the specified delta. After deletion is done, node
addition continues to maximize the obtained tricluster volume while still maintaining a small MSR of
the delta. Then, masking is done to find other triclusters. The flowchart Trimax delta algorithm can be
seen in the Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the δ-Trimax algorithm.

3. Experimental results

In this research, we do preliminary research to find biomarkers of HIV-1 disease using 3 Triclus-
ter Methods: THD Tricluster, TRIGen, and δ-Trimax with three dimension Microarray data namely
observations, probe id genes, and conditions (acute, chronic, non-progressor, uninfected) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Research methodology scheme.
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3.1. THD-tricluster implementation

3.1.1. THD-tricluster with new residue score

In the generate biclusters stage, a bicluster search is carried out for the new residue score using a
lift algorithm that has two stages, namely, single-node deletion and single-node addition, by setting a
threshold value of δ = 0.08. Biclusters are obtained in different amounts from each condition. The
normal condition results in three biclusters, the acute condition results in 100 biclusters, the chronic
condition results in 100 biclusters, and the non-progressor condition results in 13 biclusters. In the
generate triclusters stage, the tricluster search is carried out in stages, which include looking for the
probe ID slices and observations of the bicluster. In the tricluster search process, based on the results
of the bicluster with a new residue score, the minimum probe ID minp = 5 is determined, and the min-
imum observation mino = 2 for the tricluster is obtained. This determination results in 32 triclusters.
The results of all triclusters after validation through the GPL96 platform downloaded on NCBI showed
that three genes were known to be associated with HIV-1: JUN, ELF-1, and HLA-C.

3.1.2. THD-tricluster transpose virtual error

Biclustering with a modified CC algorithm using transposed virtual error size and parameter δ =

0.4 and λ = 2.5 results in less than 50 biclusters. Biclustering results in 38 biclusters in normal
conditions, 31 in acute conditions, 49 in chronic conditions, and 37 in non-progressor conditions. The
bicluster results of this bicluster are then sliced under each condition. In the tricluster search process,
based on the biclustering results with transposed virtual error, the minimum probe ID minp = 15 is
determined along with the minimum observation mino = 3 for the tricluster. From this determination,
four triclusters are obtained.

The use of transposed virtual errors in the THD triclustering method successfully solves the triclus-
tering problem in 3D gene expression data by producing four triclusters at a depth of four (normal,
acute, chronic, and non-progressor conditions), with an inter-temporal value of 0.9 for each tricluster.
This algorithm requires several parameters to work: alpha and delta symbolized by α and δ in the bi-
clustering process and the minimum parameters of observation and minimum probe gene symbolized
by mo and mp in the triclustering process. The parameters selected in this study use the same value for
each condition. The parameters α = 2.5 and δ = 0.4 are selected for the biclustering search, and the
minimum probability of the selected gene is 15 with a minimum of four observations in the tricluster-
ing search process. From the whole research process, four tricluster are generated at a depth of four
(normal, acute, chronic, and non-progressor conditions).

3.1.3. THD-tricluster transpose virtual error and MOEA

In this study, the number of individuals used per iteration was 100, the number of multi-objective
functions was two, and the threshold (δ) selection was based on the preliminary data transpose virtual
error (VEt) value. The researcher used 10 generations with a crossover probability of 0.8 and a muta-
tion probability of 0.1. Two trials were conducted to select the best bicluster for the threshold of 0.5.
The results of the MOEA cluster are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 6. Graph of bicluster probe expression of nonprogressor conditions.

Table 1. MOEA’s best bicluster results Experiment 1.

Condition Measure
Uninfected 1264 probe × 4 observation
Acute 1266 probe × 3 observation
Chronic 1311 probe × 6 observation
Nonprogressor 1208 probe × 3 observation

Table 2. MOEA’s best bicluster results Experiment 2.

Condition Measure
Uninfected 1273 probe × 5 observation
Acute 1265 probe × 5 observation
Chronic 1292 probe × 5 observation
Nonprogressor 1183 probe × 5 observation

Figure 6 is an example of a bicluster gene expression graph for non-progressor conditions. If we
strike a line through the dots, we can see the slope of the lines between probe ID genes are almost the
same, so it can be concluded that the shift and scaling patterns of the graph are fulfilled by transpose
virtual error detection.

From the bicluster results, each condition was examined for a slice between the biclusters to obtain
a tricluster with a depth of two. The results of triclusters with a depth of two from trials one and two
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Tricluster results in two conditions.

Condition Measure
Uninfected and acute (1) 621 probe × 2 observation
Uninfected and chronic (1) 655 probe × 4 observation
Acute and chronic (1) 657 probe × 2 observation
Uninfected and acute (2) 626 probe × 4 observation
Uninfected and chronic (2) 644 probe × 4 observation
Acute and chronic (2) 647 probe × 4 observation
Acute and nonprogressor (2) 657 probe × 2 observation
*Note: (1) = Experiment 1, (2) = Experiment 2

The three-state tricluster is the result of a two-state tricluster slice. In this study, the first step was
extracting a tricluster with a depth of two, which was extracted based on the results of the tricluster
uninfected with acute, uninfected with chronic, and acute with chronic. The two-depth tricluster was
obtained by slicing the probe ID gene and the samples in the two-depth tricluster. The results of the
three-depth tricluster are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Tricluster results in three conditions.

Condition Measure
Uninfected, acute and chronic (1) 325 probe × 2 observation
Uninfected, acute and chronic (2) 326 probe × 3 observation
Uninfected, acute and nonprogressor (2) 310 probe × 1 observation
*Note: (1)=Experiment 1, (2)=Experiment 2

From the results of Experiment 1, it was obtained tricluster with three conditions, namely unin-
fected, acute and chronic conditions with 325 probe id genes in observation one and observation two.
Whereas in Experiment 2, the tricluster obtained in the Uninfected, Acute and Chronic conditions with
the probe id genes was 326 in conditions two, three and four. In experiment two with a depth of three,
a slice between Acute, Chronic and Nonprogressor was obtained, but only one observation. In this
study, there was no tricluster with a depth of 4.

Intertemporal homogeneity was used to measure the tricluster results. This involved an evaluation
of each tricluster. Based on the intertemporal homogeneity, the tricluster results for the two-condition
tricluster and the three-condition tricluster were very good because the correlation values for all tri-
clusers were close to one. The following shows the results of the tricluster correlation for Experiments
1 and 2.

Based on Experiments 1 and 2 above, it was found that triclusters were only obtained at depths two
and three, while none were found at depth four. Experiment 1 showed that there was no relationship
between non-progressors and the other three conditions (i.e., uninfected, acute, and chronic conditions)
from the probe ID genes selected through the relative deviation and absolute deviation probe ID genes.
Meanwhile, for the tricluster with a depth of three, the probe ID gene 208812 x at contained HLA-C
and probe ID gene 209602 s at contained GATA-3. According to Kakati, et al., HLA-C and GATA-3
are genes related to HIV-1. In the second experiment, the tricluster with a depth of three obtained the
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Table 5. Tricluster correlation Experiment 1.

Correlation Value Uninfected Acute Chronic
(Un, Ac, Ch) 0.989 0.983 0.976
Un, Ac 0.996 0.994
Un, Ch 0.993 0.993
Ac, Ch 0.978 0.987

Table 6. Tricluster correlation Experiment 2.

Correlation Value Un Ac Ch Np
(Un, Ac, Ch) 0.986 0.987 0.984
Un, Ac 0.994 0.99
Un, Ch 0.991 0.994
Ac, Ch 0.986 0.993
Ac, Np 0.985 0.986

same results, that is, the probe ID gene 208812 x at contained HLA-C, while another probe ID gene,
201465 s at, contained a gene with the name JUN. In the THD-tricluster paper, JUN showed a relation
with HIV-1.

Thus, in this study, the probe ID gene with ID 208812 x at was obtained with the gene name HLA-
C, the probe ID gene 209602 s at with the gene name GATA-3, and the probe ID gene 201465 s at
with the name JUN. All three of these probe ID genes are associated with HIV-1. In addition to the
analysis of gene ID probes obtained by [19], the researchers collected gene ID probe data from the
NCBI website https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GPL96.

3.2. TRIGEN

For the Trigen algorithm with a multi-slope measure size, the 10 tricluster results obtained are of
the size shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The measure of the results of the 10 tricluster obtained.

Measure Probe Observation Depth
TRI1 1260 2(O2,O5) 4 condition
TRI2 1344 5(O4,O5,O7,O9,O10) 4 condition
TRI3 1256 3(O1,O7,O9) 4 condition
TRI4 1259 7(O1,O2,O4,O6,O8,O9,O10) 4 condition
TRI5 1264 5(O2,O4,O5,O6,O7) 4 condition
TRI6 1245 3(O2,O4,O8) 4 condition
TRI7 1300 3(O1,O7,O9) 4 condition
TRI8 1276 7(O1,O2,O3,O4,O6,O7,O10) 4 condition
TRI9 1291 3(O2,O4,O10) 4 condition
TRI10 1297 4(O4,O5,O7,O9) 4 condition
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Table 8. Comparison of results from THD-Tricluster and Trigen.

Method Measurement Parameter Total of tricluster Gene HIV-1

THD-Tricluster
New Residue
Score

minp = 5; mino =

2; δ = 0.08; δin =

0.8

32 HLA-C; ELF-1;
JUN

Transposed Vir-
tual Error

minp = 5; mino =

2;α = 2.5; δ =

0.4; δin = 0.9

4 ELF-1; HLA-C

MOEA with
Transposed Vir-
tual Error

α = 1.5; δ = 0.5;
Iteration 10

1 HLA-C; GATA-3;
JUN

Trigen Trigen with MSL Iteration 5 10 HLA-C;JUN;
CCR5; ELF1;
CX3CR1; GATA-
3

δ-Trimax Mean Square
Residual

δ = 0.0046 and
λ = 1.25

202 AGFG1; EGR1;
HLA-C

First, it could be seen based on Table 7 that the resulting tricluster weight size is maximum. More-
over, the number of probe ID genes, which exceeded 50% of the total probe ID genes in the initial
dataset, was 2577. Second, it can be seen the tricluster solutions did not have a large overlap. Only one
or two samples in this study had the same observations, and there were also tricluster results that did
not have the same observation coordinates. This indicated that the overlap parameters worked properly.
The following is a graphical example of the representation of the results of tricluster 1 in Figure 7. It
can be seen that the variations in the probe ID gene expressions of the two samples or observations
have almost the same shape for each condition. This showed that the results of the grouping had the
same pattern in all conditions.

Hence, based on the aim of the Trigen algorithm, which maximizes the fitness function in which
the Trigen fitness algorithm function in this study has been added, the multi-slope measure measure
worked well for grouping data that have the same pattern. From the analysis of the 10 tricluster results
obtained, six genes related to HIV were obtained based on the gene bank table [19], namely HLA-C,
JUN, CCR5, ELF1, CX3CR1, and GATA-3.

3.3. δ-Trimax

A tricluster search of HIV data with δ-Trimax was carried out by [10]. By using δ = 0.0046 and
λ = 1.25, we get 202 triclusters. Next, the tricluster with the smallest TQI is selected. From this
tricluster, genes related to HIV-1 were obtained, namely AGFG1, EGR1, and HLA-C.

A comparison of the results of each method can be seen in the Table 8. The results of each tricluster
contains several genes associated with HIV disease, these HIV genes refer to research that has been
carried out by Kakati [19].
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Figure 7. Graph of representation of Tricluster 1.

4. Conclusions

Based on the THD-Tricluster method, the tricluster results obtained by using a new residue score
resulted in 32 triclusters with genes associated with HIV, including ELF-1, HLA-C, and JUN. The
tricluster results obtained using the transposed virtual error size included triclusters with two genes
associated with HIV: ELF-1 and HLA-C. When using δ-trimax, 202 triclusters were obtained with
three genes associated with HIV: AGFG1, EGR1, and HLA-C.

The bicluster results were used to generate triclusters. Tricluster results were obtained for depth
two and depth three. The tricluster results regarding HIV-1 gene expression data showed genes asso-
ciated with HIV-1, namely, HLA-C, GATA-3, and JUN. Based on the simulation results of the Trigen
algorithm program with multi-slope measure evaluation, the target of 10 triclusters containing HIV-
1 biomarkers (HLA-C, JUN, CCR5, ELF1, CX3CR1, and GATA-3) was successfully achieved in all
conditions (i.e., uninfected, acute, chronic, and non-progressors). Therefore, based on the five methods
utilized in this study, an HIV biomarker was obtained: HLA-C.
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